
 
Candlewood Zebra Mussel FAQs 

If you’d like to learn more about Zebra Mussels and Candlewood Lake, make sure to 
check out our webinar at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngvsdJP2CXw&feature=youtu.be 
 

1. How do you think these Zebra Mussels Entered the Lake? 
We can’t be totally certain, but there are multiple possible avenues for mussels to enter the 
water. Based on the distribution of mussels found during CLA and Community searches of the 
shoreline, it currently appears that they could have entered from an infested boat being 
deployed permanently at the beginning of the season and/or from a boat that launched on the 
lake for recreation early in the season. 
 

2. Why isn’t there a deeper 20 ft. drawdown to get to the “anoxic zone”? 
FirstLight Power, the owners of the Lake, and the organization that controls the drawdown 
levels, has federal regulations and environmental conservation requirements that they must 
follow which prevent them from drawing the lake down that deep. It also could have 
devastating side-effects on the ecosystem of the lake, and prevent the lake from being “re-
filled” in time for the recreational season. 
 

3. Why don’t we do deep drawdowns annually? 
The Deep Drawdown is very good at killing invasive plants and animals by exposing them to the 
air and cold temperatures. However, that means it is also very good at killing native plants and 
animals the very same way. We want to give our native organisms in this shallow “littoral zone” 
a fighting chance, so the drawdown has historically switched between shallow and deep. Deep 
drawdowns can also increase the rate by which soils erode into the lake, and add nutrients 
which can potentially fuel algae growth. With these concerns in mind, we are researching the 
possibility of consecutive deep drawdowns with FirstLight and the CT DEEP. 

 
4. How old were the zebra mussels that were found and how old do they need to be to 

be able to reproduce? 
All the mussels we found were between 1-2cm long. This indicates that they are just about 1 
year old, in all likelihood. It can take 1-2 years before zebra mussels reach an age where they 
can effectively reproduce – so it’s possible, but not certain that the mussels found so far were 
able to reproduce. 

 
5. When do we anticipate hearing about our grant application and what is the scope of 

what we’re proposing? 
We have applied for grant funding from the CT DEEP Invasive Species Stamp fund to finance our 
“Lake Steward” program which offers boat inspections and invasive species education at the 
boat ramps. These stewards would be posted at two ramps per day on weekends and holidays 
during the summer, based on the current application – but that is subject to change. That 
application has been finalized and submitted, and the contract negotiations would begin in 
April, should the grant be awarded to the program. We plan to station stewards at the ramps 
starting on Memorial Day Weekend. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngvsdJP2CXw&feature=youtu.be


6. What water depths do they tend to populate? 
The most important requirement for zebra mussels is dissolved oxygen in the water. Therefore, 
they will not survive below depths of roughly 6m (~20ft) in Candlewood lake, where there is no 
oxygen in the water much of the season. They also tend to avoid the rougher water directly at 
the surface when they “settle out” and begin to grow. Therefore, the key range to search for 
Zebra Mussels is 3ft – 20ft depth. 
 

7. How will the CLA search for mussels when the lake fills back up? 
We plan to search for zebra mussel larvae using a specialized net, and looking at those net 
samples under a microscope. We will also invest in water tests that test for gamete (sperm & 
egg) cells of zebra mussels. Finally, we plan to schedule divers to search for adults in key areas of 
the lake based on the searches conducted during the drawdown. 

 
8. How can I get Involved? 

Stay tuned to our Facebook page, email list 
(https://www.candlewoodlakeauthority.org/stayinformed), and zebra mussel response page 
(https://www.candlewoodlakeauthority.org/zebramussels) for opportunities to get involved. 
These include conducting your own searches for Zebra Mussels during the drawdown, writing to 
local legislators to support potential future legislation that supports the fight against invasives, 
and deploying your own DIY “Zebra Mussel Hotel” off of your dock this summer! 
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